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Report on the project “Magnetic Correlations in the Extended KagomeYBaCo4O7”.

(visit to Theoretical Physics group in Oxford on 30/11/2010-6/12/2010)

The main task of the recent visit was to discuss the classification of the ground states in the

YBaCo4O7. This material is a geometrically frustrated antiferromagnet with a layered structure. It

has been shown in recent experiments to have very unusual magnetic correlations, which are long

range in the direction perpendicular to the layers but shortrange within each layer1. The model

for this system is given by frustrated Heisenberg antiferromagnet with the Hamiltonian

H = J
∑

inplane

~Si
~Sj + J ′

∑

interplane

~Si
~Sj.

and is composed of alternating Kagome and triangular spin planes in such a way that there is an

antiferromagnetic exchange between the spins on the Kagomelattice as well as between the apical

spins of the triangular lattice (~S4,~S5) with all three spins (~S1, ~S2, ~S3) on every second triangle in

the Kagome plane see Ref.1. Two apical spins and three triangular spins constitute a bypiramid,

which is described by the Hamiltonian

H = −J
2

[

3 + 2(J ′/J)2
]

S2 + J
2
{[~S1 + ~S2 + ~S3 + J ′

J
(~S4 + ~S5)]

2 − 2
(

J ′

J

)2 ~S4
~S5}.

In the ground states the total effective spin on the bypiramid is equal to zero~S1+ ~S2+ ~S3+ J ′

J
(~S4+

~S5) = 0 and the same is true for the total spin on the remaining triangles in the Kagome planes,

which can be seen from the Hamiltonian for a single bypiramid.

Because of effectively ferromagnetic exchange between theapical spins, in the ground states, the

ones which are running along thec-axis are aligned parallel within the same line of bypiramids,

but they can have different directions for different lines.Apart from accidental degeneracies (in

particular at the pointJ = J ′) the system is made of copies of the planes wich are constructed from

connected bypiramidal units. Using a simple counting argument one can show that, in general, for

arbitrary alignement of apical spins the number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of

constraints.

In the limiting case ofJ ′/J = 3/2 the ground state is planar, i.e. all spins lie in the plane such

that the apical spin directions have a120 degree pattern (as would be the ground state of classical

spins on a triangular lattice) and the spins on the triangular units have total zero magnetization.

The apical spins on the neighbouring sites can deviate from each other within a maximum solid
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angle, which is defined by the deviation from3/2, i.e. for small deviations the possible relative

rotation of apical spins is small. Strikingly there is a manifold of ground states which are defined

by directions of the apical spins.

The first task is to understand the general features of groundstates and to find the way to classify

them, at least for small deviations fromJ ′ = J = 3/2. After this had been done one should be

able to understand the excitations in these, in general, disordered ground states.

The degrees of freedom of the system are given by rigid triangular and bypiramidal units with total

zero magnetization (solid tops). This can be compared with aferromagnet for which the order

parameter leaves on the surface of a sphereS2. The order parameter in our case have anSO(3)

rotational symmetry and can be characterized by, for example, three Euler angles or alternatively

by a unit-size vector and the angle of rotation. Triangular units have in addition a discreteC3v

point group symmetry, which could lead to accidental degeneracies.

The expectation is to have a topological classification of the ground states with the states in differ-

ent classes separated by energy barriers. For that we need tolook at the homotopy groups of the

order parameter space. The fundamental group is given byπ1(SO(3)) = Z2, so the system has

stable defects (vortices), running along thec-axis, which are characterised by two-valued topolog-

ical number(0, 1). These point-defects are similar to ones which exist in a system of Heisenberg

spins on a triangular lattice4 (notice that they are zero-energy vortices in the ground states) or to

“dysgirations” in theA-phase of3He.

In order to discuss higher dimensional defects let us first consider a single two-dimensional spin-

plane (Kagome + apical spins). As we mentioned earlier atJ ′/J = 3/2 the ground state is planar.

A small deviation from this value of anisotropy will lead to ground states with some of them

having only small corrugations out of the plane. Let us assume that such ground states exist (we

will call the class of these ground states a base class) and try to build other classes of ground

states from this base. Consider a ground state which at infinity is described locally by the spin

configuration in the base class. Then we can compactify the plane into a sphereS2 and look

at the maps fromS2 to SO(3). The defects in this case will be classified according to second

homotopy groupπ2(SO(3)) = 0. This group is trivial and the system cannot have zero-energy

instantons (skyrmions) for a single spin-plane. However this simple topological argument has to

be checked as here we do not take into account interplane couplings. The third homotopy group

π3(SO(3)) = Z tells us that there can be nontrivial static point-like topological excitations -

similar to Shankar’s monopoles. There is also a possibilityto have dynamic excitations of this
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sort for a single plane in2 + 1 dimensions (?) as well asZ2 vortices in 3+1, asπ4(SO(3)) = Z2.

Apart from these the system can also have domain walls in the(a, b) plane. For the excitations

near these ground states one can make an observation that a given choice of the directions of

apical spins breaks completely theO(3) rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which leads to

appearance of three phonon branches with, in general, different sound velocities.

Further plans:

1. Need to derive a nonlinearσ model in our case along the lines of the paper Ref.2 and describe

quantitatively, if possible, topological excitations.

2. Calculate excitation spectra for different classes of ground states.

3. Understand experimental signatures. The ground states in different classes should have

different susceptibilities, and this could explain the difference seen experimentally between

field cooled and zero-field cooled susceptibility.

4. Introduce quantum fluctuations. Study simplified models of weakly-coupled chains of bypi-

ramids. Study Ising version of the model via classical to quantum mapping. Disorder-free

glassiness.
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Ticket details & travel information
Travel dates for: KOVRIZHIN / DMITRY MRDR
Ticket number: 220-2305513004 *
Form of Payment:

 

* You have access to the passenger receipt by clicking the ticket number up to 30 days after commencement of travel.

Your flight itinerary
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LH 3406
operated by:
BMI

30 November DRESDEN DE LONDON GB
HEATHROW   
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16:10 h 17:05 h Economy Class (T)
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An electronic ticket has been issued for you. Your boarding 
pass will be available at www.lufthansa.com up to 23 hours 
prior to departure. For identification please have your booking 
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the check in terminals at the airport to print your boarding 

 In advance of your journey, please note the current free 
baggage allowance included in your ticket price and the 
applicable hand baggage regulations.

It is not necessary to reconfirm any Lufthansa flight booking 
after ticket purchase.
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http://www.lufthansa.com/online/portal/lh/de/info_and_services/travel_preparation?nodeid=2068797&l=en&cid=18002
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pass.
In case you are travelling with an airline other than Lufthansa 
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when imported.
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Partner offers

Book your HRS HOTEL now!
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the perfect (Miles&More-) Hotel. Choose now 
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Avis - We Try Harder
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